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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
INTRODUCTION 
Energy is as important to the High Plains region as the water contained 
in the Ogallala Aquifer. Its production provides a source of income to the 
region and its consumption is necessary to irrigated agriculture. In 
Colorado, its importance is not a function of production, but of consumption. 
The Ogallala region in Colorado produces relatively insignificant and de-
creasing amounts of energy resources. However, the price of energy consumed 
to pump water in the Aquifer is a critical factor in determining the future 
of the study area. Without affordable energy, irrigation in Eastern Colorado 
will decline. 
Purpose and Scope 
The legislation authorizing this study (P.l. 94-587) describes the fun-
damental purpose of the study as follows: 
"to study the depletion of the natural resources of those 
regions presently utilizing the declining water resources 
of the Ogallala aquifer, and to develop plans, to increase 
water supplies in the area and to report thereon to the 
Congress .•.• In formulating these plans, the Secretary is 
directed .•.• to exami'ne the feasibility of various alterna-
tives to provide adequate water supplies to the area .•.• to 
assure the continued economic growth and vitality of the 
region .•.• " 
The High Plains-Ogallala Aquifer Study is a project funded by the 
United States Department of Commerce and administered by the Economic Develop-
ment Administration. The management organization of the six-state High 
Plains Study consists of the Water Resources Division of Camp, Dresser & 
McKee, Inc. (water analysis) in association with Black & Veatch (energy 
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analysis) as joint venturer and Arthur D. Little, Inc. (agricultural and 
socioeconomic analysis) as subcontractor. These firms are responsible for 
coordinating research among the individual states and conducting the six-
state regional analyses. In addition to these analyses, the U.S. Corps of 
Engineers is examining alternatives for importing water into the region, 
through the High Plains Study. 
The six states involved in the project are Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, 
Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Texas (Figure I-I). In Colorado the study area 
encompasses parts of eleven eastern counties and includes some 6.9 million 
acres (Figure 1-2). 
Figure 1-3 describes the High Plains Study organization. There are ten 
study elements to be completed for the entire six-state region and three 
study elements to be completed by each state. The Colorado A-2 Energy element, 
which is the subject of this report, was completed with inputs from other 
Colorado research elements and the Regional 8-8 Energy Price and Technology 
Assessment element. Information from the A-2 Energy element is to be used 
in Regional elements 8-4 (Environmental Impact Assessment), 8-10 (Nonagricul-
tural Development Potential Assessment), and 8-11 (Assessments of Alternative 
Regional Development Strategies). 
Energy Element Structure and Methodology 
The Colorado A-2 Energy Element Report is divided into two parts: (1) 
Executive Summary and (2) Working Papers on: (a) Energy Production, (b) 
Energy Production Impacts on Employment and Income, (c) Energy Production 
Impacts on Water for Energy Production, (d) Energy Production Impacts on 




explains the purpose and interrelationship of the energy element with other 
study elements and describes the historical baseline data and projections. 
The Working Papers detail data sources, assumptions, and projection method-
ology. 
The energy component of the High Plains Study includes historical base-
line data and projections of (1) energy production and its associated im-
pacts and (2) irrigation energy demand. The historical baseline for pro-
jections was the ten year period from 1969 to 1978. Projections were made 
for five specific years: 1980, 1985, 1990, 2000, and 2020. A Ilmost likelyll, 
IIlow", and "highll projection was made for each of the above years. In this 
chapter, only the "most likelyll projection is discussed; the other projec-
tions are found in the Working Papers. 
The Colorado Office of Energy Conservation was responsible for collecting 
all of the historical baseline data, for making some projections, and for coor-
dinating other projections included in the A-2 Energy element report. 
Historical baseline data were gathered primarily from State of Colorado 
agency sources and from electric and natural gas utilities and oil and gas 
industry sources as detailed in the Working Papers. 
Although various projection techniques were used, most were based on the 
collected historical data. Consequently, a major assumption of this study is 
that the factors which were historically, and are currently, important in 
influencing each factor will continue to be important in the future. 
Energy Prices 
The energy price projections of the B-8 regional study element calcu-
lated by Black and Veatch are an integral part of this study. The prices are 
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incorporated in most of the projections of this part of the study. Table 
I-I summarizes both the historical baseline and projected prices of end-use 
energy commodities and of primary energy commodities in constant 1977 dol-
lars by price per common measure and by dollars per million BTU. Figure 1-4 
graphically describes the historical and projected energy prices. The prices 
of primary energy commodities (crude petroleum and natural gas at the well-
head) fluctuated during the historical baseline period but in the lat 1970's 
began to increase steadily so that by the end of the period the prices had 
more than doubled for natural gas and had increased by about sixty percent 
for crude oil. This rapid increase is projected to continue through 1990, 
at which time the prices are expected to grow at a slower rate. Past and 
projected wellhead price increases are more rapid for natural gas than for 
crude oil; between 1969 and 1990 the price of crude oil is projected to in-
crease about four times while the price of natural gas is projected to in-
crease more than seventeen times. Generally, prices of end-use energy com-
modities parallel those of the primary commodities. However, gasoline and 
diesel show a less drastic increase in price from 1980 to 1990. 
Electricity is the one end-use commodity that does not follow the general 
trend. As it becomes more expensive by the year 2020 it is projected to be 
about twice as expensive as gasoline and diesel and more than four times as 
expensive as natural gas. 
Energy Production 
The Colorado study area does not contain significant resources of either 
coal or uranium. Consequently, this study is only concerned with crude oil, 








Historically during the base period, crude oil production in the Eleven-
County Area exhibited a rapid decline from 8.4 million barrels in 1969 to 
only 3.5 million barrels in 1978, or a decline to 43 percent of the 1969 pro-
duction level. The Aquifer Area showed a less drastic decline because wells 
were not as old. Nevertheless, production of crude oil was only 65 percent of 
that produced at the beginning of the period. The projections for the Eleven-
County Area show that production will continue to decline through 2020 when 
it is estimated that the production of only 39,000 barrels will come mostly 
from the Aquifer Area and will be only 3 percent of the 1978 level. 
Natural gas productionin the Eleven-County Area during-the base period 
also showed a decline until it was revived in the late 1970's due to in-
creased price incentives for exploration and production. Despite the in-
creased activity after the mid 1970's, the Eleven-County Area production level 
in 1978 was only 84 percent of that of 1969. Once again, the Aquifer Area in-
creasingly contributed a higher proportion of the Eleven-County Area Area 
total--from 48 percent in 1969 to 51 percent in 1978. The future of conven-
tional natural gas production is somewhat brighter than that of crude oil due 
to non-associated natural gas. Nevertheless the 1978 production level for the 
Eleven-County Area of 5.268 billion cubic feet is projected to decline to 
2.289 billion cubic feet in 2020, or a loss of nearly 57 percent. An increasing 
proportion of future production will come from the Aquifer Area--65 percent in 
2020 versus 51 percent in 1978. 
Although never a major economic factor in the region relative to other 
economic sectors, crude oil and natural gas production will become even less 
significant in the future. The declining production may be significant for the 
marginal agricultural enterprise which depends upon royalty payments and/or 
seasonal employment to make farming IIpay its way". 
Electric Energy 
Historical baseline data for electric energy requirements, electric 
generating capacity, and electric energy production were obtained primarily 
from the Colorado Public Utilities Commission and the individual electric 
utilities serving the study area. Because the only electric generation facil-
ities in the Eleven-County Area were also within the Aquifer Area, it was 
only necessary to examine one areal unit, namely, the Eleven-County Area. 
Table 1-2 shows historical and projected generating capacity and elec-
tric energy production and Figure 1-6 describes historical and projected elec-
tric energy requirements and production. 
Figure I~6 indicates that the electric energy required in the Eleven-
County Area increased from 305 to 893 million kilowatt hours, or almost a 
three~fold increase during the ten year period 1969 to 1978. During the same 
period, a ten-fold increase in generating capacity, from 32 to 349 mega-watts, 
occurred. However, electric energy produced increased only from 83 million 
kilowatt hours to 140 million kilowatt hours, or only by about 70 percent. 
This discrepancy between increased generating capacity and electric energy 
produced is explained by the fact that generation added by the City of Lamar 
was to replace existing capacity and generation added by Tri-State Electric 
was high operating cost, peak load generating capacity. Consequently, the 
gap between the electric energy required and electric energy produced in-
creased throughout the period with an increasingly larger proportion of elec-
tric energy (73 percent in 1969 and 84 percent in 1978) being imported from 
outside the area. 
Projections of future generation capacity within the area was based upon 
interviews with personnel of utilities serving the area. Then, electric energy 
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production projections were made using a modified annual aggregate capacity 
factor in conjunction with those projections of future generation capacity. 
Projection of future energy requirements was based on Colorado Public 
Utilities Commission projections through 1988 as dampened and extended to the 
year 2020. Because of an estimated four-fold increase in requirements, the 
absence of any plans to build any new generating facilities in the area, and 
the possible retirement of some existing generating facilities, the gap be-
tween requirements and production will continue to increase (by 2020 the 
area may produce only 6 percent of its electric energy requirement) and an 
even larger proportion of the electric energy needed will have to be imported 
unless demand, technological, or capital and fuel cost factors intervene to 
change the situation. 
ENERGY PRODUCTION IMPACTS 
Again it must be pointed out that in relative terms because of the low 
level of energy production activity, the impacts of energy production are 
small; however, they may be of significance to selected individuals residing 
in the study area. This section describes the impacts of energy production 
on employment and income, water consumption, and royalty payments to resident 
landowners of the area. 
Employment and Income 
The historical baseline data for the number of persons employed in the 
oil and gas production, electrical energy production, and energy transporta-
tion sectors as well as income from wages and salaries were derived from 
information provided by the Colorado Division of Employment and individual 
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electric and natural gas utility companies serving the Eleven-County 
Area. There was no employment in the study area for coal or uranium pro-
duction and processing, oil refining, oil products manufacturing, or oil and 
gas production equipment manufacturing. Oil and gas proprietor's income was 
estimated from salary and wage income and royalty income was estimated from 
crude oil and natural gass wellhead sales. The results are summarized in 
Table 1-3 and Figure 1-7. 
Persons employed in oil and gas production, electric energy production, 
and energy transportation increased from 541 persons in 1972 to 650 persons 
in 1978, or an increase of 30%. Employment fluctuated primarily with changes 
in oil and gas development and production which generally included about one-
half to two-thirds of the persons employed in energy enterprises. At its ten 
yearpeak (1978), energy enterprise employment involved only about two per-
cent of the total workforce of the Eleven-County Area. 
Wages and salaries increased about 11% from 8.0 million dollars in 1972 
to, 9.4 million dollars in 1978. However, regional income from energy produc-
tion grew about 28% from 10 to 13 million dollars over the same period due to 
a more rapid increase in oil and gas proprietor's income and royalty income 
brought on by rapidly escalating prices of crude oil and natural gas. 
Projections for employment and salary and wage income for the five 
specified years are currently being developed by the economic research team 
at Colorado State Univers;·ty in conjunction with their input-output model. 
Water Consumption for Energy Production 
Electric energy generation in the study area consumes almost no water 




into irrigation canals. Direct historical information about water consump-
tion for crude oil and natural gas production was not avai~able_ Conse-
quently, estimates of water used for well drilling and development activity 
were calculated by applying average per well conversion factors to annual 
drilling activity. The derived annual figures were then added to actual 
figures from the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission regarding water 
injected into wells to enhance recovery to provide total annual water con-
sumed for energy production activity_ The results are summarized in Table 
1-4 and Figure 1-8. 
Since more than four-fifths of the water consumed in the Eleven-County 
Area is for injection to enhance recovery, water consumption parallels 
petroleum production trends but with some variation in timing due to explor-
ation and development activity_ Water consumption for energy production in 
the Eleven-county Area, as might be expected, exhibited a decline with a 
slight increase predating the post-1975 production increases. From a high of 
about 3.3 thousand acre feet in 1971 water consumption decreased to about 2 
thousand acre feet in 1978. As the level of energy production declines in 
the future, so will the amount of water required for energy production; con-
sequently, by the year 2020 only about 163 acre feet will be required. Be-
cause there has been more well drilling and development activity in the 
Aquifer Area, water consumption in that area (although never more than 10% 
of the eleven-county area total) showed a 15% increase from 1969 to 1978 and 
is'projected to continue to increase into the early 1980's before decreasing. 
Although of highly local and generally temporary importance, water con-
sumption for energy production is insignificant when compared to the total 
water consumed by other uses within the study areas. 


Royalty Payments to Energy Production 
Historical baseline royalties were estimated from the interaction of 
common royalty factors, wellhead prices, and production figures provided by 
the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission in combination with actual 
dollar amounts from specific government leases indicated by Colorado State 
Land Board records. Projections also were derived from the interaction of 
projected wellhead prices, productoin estimates and common royalty factors. 
Figure 1-8 and Table 1-5 summarize the resulting estimates and projections 
for both the Eleven-County and Aquifer Areas. 
Although historically most royalty income in the Eleven-County Area was 
from curde oil production, the proportion has been decreasing with the in-
crease in the wellhead price of natural gas and the decline in crude oil 
production, so that by 1978 only 80 percent of the 5.14 million dollars, as 
compared to 93 percent of 6.4 million dollars in 1969, was from crude oil. 
By the year 2020 it ;s estimated that less than 10 percent of the approxi-
mately 2.3 million dollars in royalty income will be from crude oil produc-
tion. Due to these factors and increased natural gas production, the Aquifer 
ARea has had an increasing share of the Eleven-County Area royalty payments. 
This trend is projected to continue into the future so that by 2020 Aquifer 
Area lands will produce about 65 percent of the royalty income for the Eleven-
County Area (this compares with about 27 percent in 1969 and about 42 percent 
in 19781. It should be noted that royalty payments to government landowners 
have never been more than 6 percent of total royalty income in the Eleven-
County Area and are projected to decline as a percentage of total royalty 
income. 
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IRRIGATION AND ENERGY 
Baseline infonnation on the number and energy use by electric and nat-
ural gas pumps was derived from the records of natural gas and electt~ic 
utility companies within the study area. Data on the number and ene'rgy use 
by gasoline, diesel, and LP pumps were. not examined because of difficulty 
in obtaining information and because of their relatively insignificant role 
in irrigation within the study area. Projections were derived from the 
Colorado A-I study element. The results are shown in Figure 1-10 and Table 
1-6. 
Pump Power Sources 
While the number of wells which used natural gas as an energy source 
increased from approximately 922 wells in 1969 to 1532 wells in 1978 (a 
66% increase), those using electricity increased from 860 wells in 1969 to 
3784 wells in 1978 (a 340% increase). It is believed that the growth in 
the number of both types of pumps has peaked and that in the future both will 
decline, so that by the year 2020 there will be only 465 wells using natural 
gas as a power source and 2365 wells using electric powered pumps. This 
represents a 70% decrease in the number of natural gas pumps but only a 
40% decrease in the number of electric pumps. 
BTU Energy Reguirements 
Energy requirements for pumping show a similar but more erratic trend 
because of other factors such as weather. While natural gas consumption for 
pumping shows a 38% increase from 1969-1978, electricity consumption for 
pumping grew by 670% during the same period. The demand for electricity for 




decrease in the number of electric irrigation pumps because pumping will be 
from greater depths and will, therefore, require more energy_ In contrast 
the demand for natural gas is projected to decline after 1985. By 2020 
natural gas energy required for irrigation will have declined by 65 percent 
to a level below all baseline demand years and electric energy required for 
irrigation will have declined by about 10 percent to a level below all base-
line years except 1978. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Compared to other activity within the study area and to energy production 
activity within Colorado or the six-state region, the production of energy in 
the Eleven-County and Aquifer Area is not significant in the amounts pro-
duced, persons employed, wages and salaries paid, royalty received, or in 
the amount of water consumed. 
However, energy and its impacts are significant in at least two ways. 
First, energy production has significant individual and local impacts on 
incomes and water consumption. Secondly, the rapidly increasing cost of 
energy has and will have a great impact on the irrigated agriculture sector 
within the study area. 
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INTRODUCTION 
II. WORKING PAPER 
ENERGY PRODUCTION 
The purpose of this working paper ;s to project time profiles of energy 
production in the Colorado High Plains Study Area. Initial investigation 
revealed that there was no production or significant resource potential for 
either surface or deep minable coal l or for uranium2. Consequently, this 
chapter focuses on crude oil and natural gas production and electric energy 
requirements and production. 
Total projected and historical crude oil and natural gas production is 
illustrated in Figure 11-1 and Fi'gure 11-3 for the "Eleven-County Area" and 
in Figure 11-2 and Figure 11-4 for the "Aquifer Area". Table 11-1 and Table 
11-2 summarize the projected and historical crude oil production for the 
"Eleven-County Area" and the IIAquifer Area". Table 11-3 and Table 11-4 
summarize the projected and historical natural gas production for the "Eleven-
County Area" and the IIAquifer Area ll respectively. 
Electric energy requirements and production information for the "Eleven-
County Area" are illustrated in Figures II-5, lI-6, and 11-7: Figure II-5 
1State of Colorado. Department of Natural Resources. Geological Survey. 
IICoal Resources and Development t4ap of Colorado ll (Map Series 9), by David 
C. Jones, Janet Schultz, and D. Keith Murray, 1978; State of Colorado. 
Department of Natural Resources. Geological Survey. "Map of Licensed Coal 
Mines in Colorado as of July 1, 1979 (Map Series 12), by Nirbhao Singh Reade 
and Charles R. Campbell. 
2State of Colorado. Department of Natural Resources. Geological Survey. 
"Radioactive Mineral Occurrences of Colorado ll • (Bulletin No. 40), by James 
L. Nelson-Moore, Donna Bishop Collins, and A. L. Hornbaker, 1978; United 
States Department of Energy. Assistant Secretary for Resource Applications. 
Grand Junction Office. "National Uranium Resource Evaluation, Interim Report," 
June 1979. 
"!".31···".· 
shows electric energy requirements, Figure 11-6 electric energy generating 
capacity, and Figure 11-7 electric energy produced. The Tables which corres-
pond to the aforementioned Figures are Tables 11-5, 11-6, and 11-7, respec-
tively. 
METHODOLOGY 
Crude Oil and Natural Gas 
Baseline Data. The historical baseline data for crude oil and natural 
gas production and sales were derived from the records of the Colorado Oil and 
Gas Conservation Commission. Oil and gas fields identified as being in the 
"Eleven-County Area" were located by section and township to further iden-
tify the fields within the "Aquifer Area". Data were collected on a field-by-
field basis from the Commission's Annual Reports from 1969 to 1978 and aggre-
gated to provide "Aquifer Area" and "County Totals" for each county. These 
resu1 ts were then aggregated into IIAqui fer Area" and "E1 even-County Area II 
totals. 
As has been mentioned above, both crude oil production and natural gas 
production and sales data were collected for two separate areal units, the 
"Eleven-County Area" which has the Ogallala Aquifer overlying about 58.1 per-
cent of i~s area, and the "Aquifer Area" itself. These two areal units are 
the basic areal units used throughout the Colorado A-2 study. Choice of the 
areal base unit to be used in any specific part of the study was based on the 
outcomes desired and the data available. 
Projection Assumptions. The basic assumption of this study is that the 
factors which were historically, and are currently, important in influencing 
the production of either oil or natural gas from conventional processes will 
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continue into the future. Specifically, the world price of oil and natUt~al 
gas will continue to rise, mostly under influence of the OPEC cartel, but 
also from a growing awareness of an increasing world demand for oil and nat-
ural gas. However, significant breakthroughs in the near term involving 
alternative modes of transportation, process efficiencies, solar or other 
technologies, could weaken this assumption, and thus affect the accompanying 
projections. In addition it was assumed that price will continue to rise to 
the extent that, after a major producer leaves a particular field due to sub-
marginal production, other (smaller) producers--individuals, independents, 
utilities, industry, etc.--will continue to produce from that field at what-
ever flow rate can be sustained. In other words, production will continue 
beyond the ·stripper ' level to the physical limit of production. The fact 
that pipelines will be in place, demand will be high, supplies will be short, 
and special purpose users will be abundant, generally lends support to this 
assumption. 
There will be no new "big" finds of either oil or natural gas in the 
study area. Southeast Colorado is already partially explored and any further 
IIbig" discovery would surprise the experts. Those counties of Northeast 
Colorado which border on the Denver Basin show considerable future promise, 
but that future is reflected in the historical production records used in the 
analysis--consequently the projections will account for the considerable 
future production from that basin. The Niobrara Formation has been recom-
mended as a "tight sandI! area, and if so designated might produce additional 
amounts of natural gas due to the increased wellhead price. However, this 
will only affect the timing of the production and not the overall magnitude. 
A similar situation could occur with respect to the enhanced recovery of 
crude oil. 
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The future for conventional crude oil production is not very bright. 
Most oil wells are "old" and into a secondary recovery phase, and have been 
for some time. Consequently, the aggregate production of conventional crude 
oil in the study area based on 10 years of historical data shows an unmis-
takable decline. The analytical methods used in the projections for crude 
oil explicitly assume a continuation of that de1ine as tempered by the best 
engineering judgment of experienced and knowledgeable professionals. 
The future for conventional gas production is somewhat brighter than for 
conventional crude oil in the study area. This future optimism relative to 
conventional crude oil production is due to non-associated natural gas. The 
aggregate production history of conventional natural gas in the study area 
for the past 10 years, while not exhibiting as clear-cut a case of decline 
as that for conventional crude oil, does nonetheless strongly indicate either 
a current decline or a soon-to-be-entered decline phase. Consequently, as in 
the projection of conventional crude oil, the method used to project conven-
tional natural gas production also assumes a decline. Once again experts 
were consulted and their opinions taken into consideration. 
No explicit adjustment of production projection figures was made to ac-
count for any future technological breakthroughs in tertiary production, oil 
mining, or for substantial production for sub-economic or unconventional 
sources of either crude oil or natural gas. Only those techniques currently 
in use and reflected in the historical production record are accounted for in 
the production projections. Consequently, any breakthroughs would weaken 
this assumption and affect the projections. 
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The upper and lower bounds for the "most likelyll production projections 
were assumed to be adequately accounted for by the analysis of the critical 
parameters governing the mathematical models used in the study, and by the 
adjustment of those critical parameters to reflect higher or lower levels of 
projections which together will bracket the IImost likely" projections. 
The "Eleven-County Areal! was chosen as the basic areal unit from which 
to make projections. "Aquifer Areal! projections were subsequently derived 
from these basic projections. Selection of the "Eleven-County Area II was based 
on the following reasoning: First, the county unit, rather than the Ogallala 
Aquifer, is more readily identifiable and corresponds more with the other 
available data bases. Second, factors such as employment, socio-economic 
impacts, etc., would seem to be more sensitive to a county or regional energy 
production forecast than to a more narrowly defined areal unit which does not 
coincide with presently recognized governmental or planning boundaries. 
'Third, statistical noti'ons support forecasting from one large data base 
rather than from several relatively small data bases (note that this was 
borne out by preliminary analysis--see the "projection techniques ll section). 
Finally, because the prOjections will indicate constantly declining production, 
changes in original data "dampen out" quickly over the estimated forecast 
peri'od. 
* Projection Techniques. While any projections of production through the 
year 2020, 40 years into the future, are inherently suspect, it is felt from 
discussions with experts that the analytical methodology used in this study 
is as unassailable as any methodology currently in widespread use by the 
* Note: The actual development of the crude oil and natural gas production 
projection methodology was by Energy Development Consultants, Inc., Golden, 
Colorado, in consultation with industry representatives. 
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contemporary petroleum i'ndustry for making projections. In addition, this 
methodology is enhanced by the accuracy and availability of historical pro-
duction data encompassing the study area. 
The crude oil and natural gas production projections in this study are 
the outcomes of analysis of the results of four separate analytical method-
ologies "tried" on the historical production records of both crude oil and 
natural gas, separately. In brief, the methodology first considered differ-
ent ways of "fitting" an analytical production function to the known, his-
torical, annual production record for the period 1969-1978; it then analyzed 
how well each particular function described the past production history; and 
finally it extrapolated the chosen production functions to cover the fore-
casting period, 1980 to 2020 inclusive. 
The production functions considered were as follows: 
1. Exponential functions of the form: 
P = e (a + Bt) = ed eBt 
t 
2. Harmonic functions of the form: 
3. Non-linear rate (power) functions of the form: 
Pt = d + B (r)t 
4. Polynomial functions of the form: 
Pt = a + bt + ct
2 
where: 
Ut" is a variable representing time, in years; 
uPt " is a variable representing production in year lit"; 
lid", liB II , "ru, "k", na", "b", "C", are fixed constants 
determined by analysis. 
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The methodologies utilized in determining the necessary parameters for 
the production functions included (1) ordinary least squares regression, (2) 
empirical analysis, and (3) non-linear least squares regression. 
As expected, the polynomial functions were quickly eliminated from con-
sideration by both statistical and empirical evidence. Each of the three 
remaining functional forms were fit to the 10 year annual historical produc-
tion data for crude oil and natural gas separately in two ways: first, for 
each of the eleven counties individually with later aggregation into regional 
projections, and secondly, to the already aggregated regional production 
figures from the eleven counties. The results were significantly different. 
Predictably, the approach which aggregated the historical county productions 
and forecast from that record was more realistic than was the sum of the in-
dividual county forecasts. This is because in the former case, production 
irregularities were "added out", and thus did not unduly influence the pro-
duction forecasts. For this reason the approach involving aggregation and 
then forecasting was chosen. 
In the next stage, two different modes of analysis were applied to each 
of the three classes of production functions: 1) a technical analysis, and 
2) a subjective analysis mode. In the technical analysis, classical statis-
tical analysis was performed on the standard analysis of variation (AOV) table 
for regression-produced estimates, and also included investigation of the co-
efficient of determination (R2 value), the computed F statistic, the mean 
square error, and the standard error of estimate. In the subjective analy-
sis, actual comparisons of the production forecasts from the three different 
forecast functions (exponential, harmonic, and non-linear power function) were 
made and contracted with estimates of potential ultimate recovery of the oil 
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and gas resource in the study area. Part of this analysis was in the form of 
the expert engineering judgement of professionals at the Colorado School of 
Mines, the Potential Gas Agency, and the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation 
Commission. 
The technical analysis teogether with the subjective analysis indicated 
that the best approach was an exponential decline function for projection of 
the "Eleven-County Areal! crude oil production, and a harmonic decline (constant 
rate decline) for projection of the "Eleven-County Area" natural gas produc-
tion. 
The "most likelyll crude oil production projections were derived from an 
exponential decline production function through the year 2020. The "low" and 
IIhigh" bounds projections were derived by changing the values of the expon-
ential parameters by two standard deviation, estimates of which were produced 
by the ordinary least squares analysis. 
In the case of the "most likely" natural gas production projections, the 
rate for the constant decline production function was subjectively determined 
by examining the total historical production and aggregate projected future 
production (as a function of rate) in light of estimates of the original re-
source in place in the "Eleven-County Area". The rates for the constant de-
cline production functions for the 1I10w" and "high" bounds were determined in 
a like manner. Knowledgeable consultants were used extensively during this 
phase of the modeling. 
Both crude oil and natural gas production projections for the "Aquifer 
Area" were derived from those generated for the "Eleven-County Area". This 
was for the reasons mentioned previously, and because it was felt with rela-
tive certainty that even if a separate analysis of the production within the 
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Ogallala Aquifer were performed, the methodologies found to be most appro-
priate to forecast future production would be identical to those of the 
"Eleven-County Area u forecasts. Furthermore, the data base size would be 
only about one-half of that previously used and therefore would not lIadd out ll 
small erratic changes as well. Consequently, it was determined that to re-
peat the extensive analysis and modeling effort of the "Eleven-County Ar~a" 
for the IIAquifer Area" would be a waste of time and money. 
To forecast the future production of both crude oil and natural gas in 
the "Aquifer Area H , a conversion factor was applied to the "Eleven-County 
Area" forecasts for 1980, 1985, 1990, 2000, and 2020. The conversion factor 
was derived from an analysis of the magnitude and trend of the proportion of 
the annual production from the "Eleven-County Area" for the years from 1969-
1978 inclusive which were attributable to the "Aquifer Area ll • Specifically, 
the average 1969-1978 percentage of the "Eleven-County Area" production attri-
butable to the "Aquifer Area" plus an annual percentage change in that per-
centage was used to derive a function of the form: 
PtA = PtE x (a + bt _ t.) o 1 
flp n is a variable representing production in the tA 
"Aquifer Areal! in the year "t"; 
tip II is a variable representing production in the tE 
"Eleven-County Area n in the year "tU; 
nail is a constant derived for the average annual 
percentage for 1969-1978; 
"btl is a constant derived for the average annual 
change in percentage for 1969-1978; 
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lit. II is a variable representing any year after 1978; 
1 
lit 11 is 1978. 
o 
The IIEleven-County Area ll forecasts for each specified year was multi-
plied by the above function to derive the "Aquifer Area" forecasts. 
Electric Energy Requirements and Production 
Baseline Data. The historical baseline data for electric energy require-
ments and production were obtained from the records of various public agencies 
such as the Federal Power Commission, Department of Energy, and the Colorado 
Public Utilities Commission and from the correspondence and records provided 
by personnel of the various electric utilities serving the Colorado High 
Plains Area. 
Electric energy requirements, defined as total end-sales by electric 
utilities serving the uEleven-County Area" were derived from the 1969-1978 in-
dividual utilities' Annual Reports to the Colorado Public Utilities Commission 
Fixed Utilities Division. Annual system-wide end-sales totals for each elec-
tric utility as reported in its Annual Report were modified to reflect only 
that portion of the total sold within the "Eleven-County Area". The factor 
which was used to modify each electric utility's annual system-wide end-sales 
total was a figure which represented the summation of the percentages of that 
utilities' sales which occurred in any of counties included in the "Eleven-
County Area"--county-by-county percentages for individual electric utilities 
had previously been estimated for the Colorado Office of Energy Conservation 
by BBC (Bickert, Browne, and Coddington) Consultants (Denver, Colorado) in a 
1978 study .using 1977 Colorado Public Utilities Commission data. Finally, 
each individual electric utility's modified annual end-sales total, repre-
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senting end-sales in counties included in the "Eleven-County Areal! were aggre-
gated to obtain an annual regional total. 
Generation facilities existing within the "Eleven-County Area" during 
the 1969-1978 study period were identified from maps and reports of the 
Federal Power Commission, Department of Energy (Energy Information Adminis-
tration), Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and the Colorado Land Use 
Commission. Utilities with identified generating facilities were then con-
tacted to ascertain the past status (operating, emergency standby, or re-
tired) and capacity, and future generation plans. This information was then 
aggregated on an annual basis (1969-1978) into "producing", "standby", and 
"total ll , generation capacity categories. 
Actual electric energy produced within the "Eleven-County Area" was com-
piled from reports and correspondence provided by individual electric utility 
personnel. It should be noted that during the period 1969-1978 only five 
utilities out of the three major wholesalers, seven primary rural electric 
associations, and eleven municipalities (a total of twenty-one utilities) gen-
erated any of their own power within the study area. 
Projection Assumption. The basic assumption of this part of the study, 
like all others, is that the future can be forecast from experiences of the 
past, i.e., "business as usual". One aspect of this is that the cost of elec-
tric energy will continue to escalate because of increased costs per kilowatt 
of installed generating capacity for new plants and because of increased fuel 
costs. This will especially be true on the High Plains of Colorado where 
existing generation is fueled either by natural gas or fuel oil or a combina-
tion of both and where the prime wholesale ~uppliers, Colorado-Ute Electric~ 
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and Tri-State Generation and Transmission, can no longer depend on "cheap" 
Bureau of Reclamation power nor on low interest loans from the Rural Electric 
Association for the construction of needed generating facilities. It is 
assumed that fuel costs will increase faster than capital costs during the 
first part of the period, but that this situation will be reversed during the 
latter part of the period. 
Demand for electric energy in the "Eleven-County Area" will continue to 
grow, but at a declining rate. The basis for this assumption is that 1) there 
will be no new major users of electricity in the study area, 2) increasing 
price will not cause a major decrease in use of electricity, 3) weather will 
be "normal", and 4) irrigation demand, now about one-half of the total load, 
will increase slowly because there will be a limited number of conversions, 
and because there will be a modification in energy utilization due to the use 
of low pressure center-pivot irrigation systems and the use of load management 
techniques. 
In regard to supply it is assumed that supply will be adequate, although, 
as noted above, each unit consumed will be more expensive. It is felt that 
neither oil and natural gas allocation policies nor a capital shortage will 
have a drastic adverse effect on the supply in the study area. However, be-
cause there will be no new major generating facilities on the Colorado High 
Plains, there will be an increasing dependence on power generated outside the 
region. In addition, it is assumed that there will not be a widespread avail-
ability of new, low-cost, decentralized generating technologies to supplement 
existing generating capacity. Finally, it is assumed that utilities \"/il1 , 
wi'thi'n contract limits, attempt to minimize the cost of electricity from all 
available generating sources. 
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More specifically, for electric energy requirements (to meet sales and 
power system losses) this study assumes in addition to the above, that the 
county proportions within each utility system will remain constant to that 
determined by the 1978 BBC Consultants for the Colorado Office of Energy Con-
servation. For the "Low" and "High" bound situation it was further assumed 
that the energy demand growth rate would be 25 percent less and 25 percent 
more than the "Most Likely" situation, respectively. 
For the projection of generating capacity, in addition to the foregoing 
assumptions, specific assumptions were made for each forecast situation. 
The IIMost Likely" situation assumes that generators will be retired, due to 
the burden or maintenance, fifteen years after being placed on "standby"; that 
Tri-State will retire its generators when they have completed their expected 
35 years of production life (i.e., in 2009 and 2011); and that Lamar, for 
reasons of partial independence, will maintain a generating capacity equiv-
alent to that of its newest turbine plant throughout the period. In the 
"Low" bounds situation it was assumed that generators would be retired five 
years after being placed on "standby"; that Tri-State would retire its high-
cost, fuel oil powered turbine peaking generators early, after only 25 years 
of production life (in 1999 and 2001), due to the high cost of fuel oil; and 
that Lamar would continue to use only its newest (1972) natural gas fueled 
steam-powered generator with a "normal" retirement after 35 years of pro-
duction life. For the IIHighll bounds situation it was assumed that all 
existing generation capacity will be replaced with equivalent sized units at 
the end of their production life--i.e., generation capacity will remain con-
stant throughout the period, 1980-2020. 
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In order to project electric energy production, in addition to the above 
assumpti'ons, it was assumed that for all forecast situations, IlMost Likely", 
"Low", and "High", each individual electric utility's load requirements and 
generating capacity would be as projected in this study for each of those 
forecast situations, respectively. An average generation availability fac-
tor (the proportion of time a generator would be generating) of 95% was used 
for all projections. Only "producing" generating capacity was used in the 
IILow ll and "Most Likelyll forecasts while both "producing" and "standby" gen-
erating capacity was used in the "High" forecasts. Also, the average his-
torical annual aggregate capacity factor (see Projection Technique) was mod-
ified by the estimated growth rate in electric energy required because it 
was assumed that there would be a more intensive use of existing generating 
capacity as electric energy demand increased. 
Projection Techniques. The projections in this part of the study were 
made by the Colorado Office of Energy Conservation from an analysis of his-
torical trends and in consultation with electric energy utility personnel. 
Electric energy requirement forecasts for the "Eleven-County Area" are 
the outcome of the aggregation of individual forecasts for each of the study 
area electric utilities. For the "Most Likely" projections, the forecasts 
for the 1980 and 1988 period are the sum of the estimates of annual electric 
energy load requirements for each electric utility as reported by the utility 
to the Colorado Public Utilities Commission and reported in that agency's 
"Eleven-County Area" to system-wide factor (discussed in the IIBaseline Data ll 
section) derived from the BBC Consultants 1978 study for the Colorado Office 
of Energy Conservation; the forecasts for the 1989 to 2020 period are based 
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on an analysis of historical trends--specifical1y, the average annual growth 
rate and the trend of the growth rate for the period 1976 to 1988 were ana-
lyzed to provide a model of the form: 
Rt . = rRt + Rt x ( at _ t. _ b t _ t i ~ 
1 L 0 0 0 1 0 .1 
where: 




fiR II is a variable representing requirements in the 
to 
year 1978; 
"a" is a constant derived for the average annual 
percentage growth; 
IIb n is a constant derived for the average annual 
change in percentage growth; 
"t.1t is a variable representing a specific fore-
1 
cast year; 
Itt II is the year 1978. o 
The "Low" and "High ll bounds projections were derived from the application of 
the same model, but with change rates which were 25 percent lower and 25 
percent faster, respectively. 
Generation capacity for the "Eleven-County Area" was forecast by simply 
applying the aforementioned assumptions, noting the years in which generators 
were retired, and aggregating the remaining megawatts of generating capacity_ 
El ectri c energy production w~s' pr.oje,cteQ by, l:!~.i:n~ ~ mQdiJi ed ~nnua 1 
aggregate capaci'ty factor techntque.. Ftrst, annual ag9re~F~te: capaci, ty' fac,", 
tors- for each. baseltne year were calculated sepG\rately' for mun;'ctpal generatiQn 
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and rural electric cooperative generation: for each year, generating capa-
city in megawatts was multiplied'by an output factor of 8.322 (derived from 
an assumption of 95 percent availability and conversion of megawatts to 
kilowatt hours) to obtain themaximum possible annual electric energy produc-
tion which was then divided into the actual annual electric energy production 
to find the annual aggregate capacity factor. Ten-year averages were then 
computed separately for municipalities (44.4 percent) and for rural electric 
cooperatives (3.2 percent). To project future electric energy production, 
the average annual aggregate capacity factors for both municipalities and 
rural electric cooperatives were sep~rately increased by the projected rate 
of growth in electric energy required for each bound, II Low" , IIMost Likelyll, 
and "High", to reflect the assumption that existing generating facilities will 
be used more intensively as electric energy requirements increase. Maximum 
possible electric energy production for each bound and projection year was then 
derived separately for municipalities and rural electric cooperatives by 
multiplying projected generating capacity by the output factor (as described 
above). Next, the modified annual aggregate capacity factors were multiplied 
by estimates of maximum possible electric energy production to provide esti-
mates of actual electric energy production. Finally, the separate estimates 
of electric energy production for municipalities and rural electric coopera-
tives were aggregated to provide projections for specific bounds, IILow", 
















III. WORKING PAPER 
ENERGY PRODUCTION IMPACTS: 1. EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this working paper is to provide historical time pro-
files of the employment and income attributable to the energy industry in 
the IIEleven-County Areal! of the Colorado High Plains. As was mentioned 
previously, investigation revealed no production or significant resource 
potential for either surface or deep minable coal or for uranium. Conse-
quently, this working paper focuses on employment and income arising from 
crude oil and natural gas production, electric energy production, and 
energy transportation. 
The total number of persons employed and income received from petro-
leum (crude oil and natural gas combined) are illustrated in Figure 111-1 
and Figure 111-2, respectively. Tables 111-1 and 111-2 summarize the data 
which was used to construct those figures. This information is further sub-
divided into the number of persons employed and income received from crude 
oil and natural gas, individually and separately, as is illustrated in 
Figures 111-3 to 111-6 and summarized in Tables 111-3 to lI1-6. 
Electric energy production employment and income are graphically dis-
played i'n Figures 111-7 and 111-8 and summarized in Tables 111-7 and 111-8. 
Information about employment and income from energy transportation follows, 
with the number of persons employed described in Figure 111-9 and Table 111-9 
and income received in Figure 111-10 and Table 111-10. 
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A review of the Colorado Division of Employment~ U.I. Reporting 
Systems records indicated that there was no employment within the study area 
in oil refining, oil products manufacturing, and petroleum production field 
equipment manufacturing. Figure III-II and Table III-II summarize the his-
torical and projected oil and gas proprietors' income. 
METHODOLOGY 
Baseline Data 
The historical baseline data for employment and income related to the 
energy industry were derived primarily from the records of the Colorado 
Division of Employment, U.I. Reporting Systems. Data were available on a 
county basis by Standard Industrial Code Number categories for the years 
1972 to 1978 inclusive. Data for the year 1969, 1970, and 1971 were not 
available without extensive searching and time consuming aggregation as this 
was prior to the computerization of their records. Consequently, the his-
torical base is only seven years rather than ten as in other parts of the 
study. 
The procedure used first defined the various desired employment and in-
come categories in terms of Standard Industrial Code (SIC) Numbers. Once 
the employment and income categories were defined, the Division of Employ-
ment completed a preliminary screening of randomly selected quarters to de-
termine which of the SIC categories appeared on their records for any of the 
counties of the IIEleven-County Area ll • Computer runs were then begun, which 
resulted in quarterly information on the number of persons employed and in-
come received by SIC category for the region as a whole. Regional totals 
rather than county totals had to be used to avoid problems of disclosure and 
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confidentiality. The primary information from the Division of Employment 
was then aggregated and disaggregated as is described below. 
For this study, employment and income resulting from crude oil and nat-
ural gas production was arrived at by summing the average annual data from 
four SIC codes: SIC No. 1311 (Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas-- II Establish-
ments primarily engaged in operating oil and gas field properties."), SIC 
No. 1381 (Drilling Oil and Gas Wells-- II Establishments primarily engaged in 
drilling wells for oil or gas field operations for others on a contract, 
fee, or similar basis."), SIC No. 1382 (Oil and Gas Field Exploration Ser-
vices--"Establishments primarily engaged in performing geophysical, geo-
logical, and other exploration services for oil and gas on a contract, fee, 
or similar basis. "), and SIC No. 1389 (Oil and Gas Field Services, Not Else-
where Classified). In order to report crude .. oil employment and income sep-
arately from natural gas employment and income, the above annual totals were 
disaggregated in the following manner: An annual well-by-well examination 
of production records from the Colorado Oil and Gas Commission was used to 
classify a well as an "oil producer", "gas pr?-ducer", or "combination pro-
ducer"; this count, with "combination producer" wells being allocated equally 
among "gas" and lIoilll, was used to arrive at an annual proportion figure 
(expressed as a percentage) which in turn was applied to the annual SIC No. 
1311 data to arrive at the number of persons and income resulting from crude 
oil production and natural gas production, individually and separately. An 
identical procedure was followed for SIC Nos. 1381, 1382, and 1389, except 
that wildcat and development wells drilled annually were categorized into 
lIoil producers", and "gas producers", with plugged and abandoned wells being 
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allocated on an equal basis to each of those categories. The annual re-
sults from these two disaggregations were then summed separately for crude 
oil and natural gas. 
The Colorado Division of Employment provided information on the number 
of persons employed and income received in SIC No. 4911 (Electric Services--
"Establishments engaged in the generation, transmission and/or distribution 
of electric energy for sale."). However, because in this study employment 
and income resulting from electric energy IIproduction" was defined as only 
those engaged in generation, the historical data was based on interviews 
and correspondence with personnel of electric utilities which had generating 
facilities during the period 1969 to 1978. What is reported is the number 
of persons and income resulting from the generation of electric energy. 
Employment and income resulting from energy transportation was arrived 
at by aggregating the data provided by the Colorado Division of Employment 
for SIC No. 4920 (Gas Production and Distribution--an aggregation of SIC 
No. 4922, Natural Gas Transmission; SIC No. 4923, Natural Gas Transmission 
and Distribution; SIC No. 4924, Natural Gas Distribution; and SIC No. 4925, 
Mixed, Manufactured or Liquified Petroleum Gas Production and/or Distribu-
tion, which was necessary to avoid disclosure and confidentiality limita-
tions) and for SIC No. 4911 (Electric Services--"Establishments engaged in 
the generation, transmission and/or distribution of electric energy for 
sale.") minus those engaged in generation as described above. It was not 
possible te include SIC No. 4610 (Pipe Lines, Except Natural Gas) because 
of the absence of data during most quarters, and the confidentiality of the 
data when reported. 
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Information from the Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Anal-
ysis, Regional Economic Analysis was provided by Black and Veatch on the 
average 1976-1978 ratio of earnings (wages and salaries, other labor in~ 
come, and proprietors' income) to wages and salaries for oil and gas ex-
traction; for Colorado it \AlaS 1.26, while for the Ogallala Aquifer Region 
as a whole it was 1.3. The Colorado ratio value was then applied to re-
ported annual baseline year wages and salaries for oil and gas extraction 
to derive oil and gas proprietors' income. 
Projection Assumptions and Techniques 
The projection assumptions and projection techniques are explained as 


























IV. WORKING PAPER 
ENERGY PRODUCTION IMPACTS: 2. WATER FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this working paper is to project time profiles of both 
surface and ground water used in the production of energy in the "Aquifer 
Area" of the Colorado High Plains Study Area. Because of the absence of 
any current production and of any significant resource potential for coal or 
uranium, as was noted previously, this working paper focuses only on water 
for crude oil and natural gas production and electric energy production. 
Total historical and projected surface and ground water use for crude oil 
and natural gas production is summarized for the Eleven-County Area in 
Figure IV-l and Table IV-l and for the Ogallala Aquifer Area in Figure IV-2 
and Table IV-2. Figure IV-3 and Figure IV-4, along with associated Tables 
IV-3 and IV-4, display historical and projected ground water use and surface 
water use for crude oil and natural gas production, respectively. Water 
requirements for electric energy production are illustrated in Figure IV-5 
and Tables IV-5 and IV-6. 
METHODOLOGY 
Baseline Data 
The historical baseline data for water used in the production of crude 
oil and natural gas were derived from interviews with personnel of various 
oil and gas well-drilling and well-servicing companies and the drilling and 
water injection records of the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. 
Total annual water consumed was first estimated separately for 1) well 
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drilling, 2) hydraulic fracturing, and 3) water injection for enhanced oil 
recovery for both the Aquifer Area and the Eleven-County Area. Totals for 
each type of use were then disaggregated into the categories of surface water 
and ground water. Annual water consumed during well drilling operations was 
estimated by multiplying the number of wells drilled annually by the esti-
mated average water use of eleven thousand barrels of water (about 440,000 
gallons or 1.35 acre feet) per well drilled. Forty percent was surface water 
and sixty percent was ground water. For water use by hydraulic fracturing, 
the annual number of "successful" (total wells drilled minus those which 
were plugged and abandoned) were multiplied by an estimated average water use 
of two thousand barrels (about 0.25 acre feet; 10 percent surface, 90 percent 
ground water) per well assumed to be fractured. The approach for water for 
fracturing results in an actual undercounting of water used because of wells 
in the "plugged and abandoned" category which might have been fractured; 
however, it also results in an overcounting when a well does not have to be 
fractured before becoming productive (although this is rarely true of the 
study area). Finally, annual water used for injection to enhance recovery of 
wells in the study area was taken directly from the records of the Colorado 
Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. Once these individual annual totals were 
estimated separately for surface water and ground water, they were aggregated 
to get the data shown in the tables and figures noted above. 
The historical baseline data for water in the producton of electric 
energy were obtained from information provided by personnel of utilities with 
generation facilities. For most of the utilities, no water was consumed in 
~ 
the production of ~ectric energy either because of a closed system of 
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evaporative cooling or because of discharge into an irrigation canal; only 
Tri-State had consumptive water use during generation which was estimated 
to be about 15 gallons per minute of operation and was derived solely from 
ground water. The annual time of operation (in minutes) was simply multi-
plied by the water use per minute to arrive at the gallons consumed which 
in turn was converted to acre feet on the basis of 325,830 gallons per 
acre foot to provide the data in the tables and figures. 
Projection Assumptions 
The basic assumption in this section, as well as all others, is that 
factors which were historically, and are currently, important in influencing 
the consumption of water by energy production will continue into the future. 
Namely that: 1) the present rapid decline in crude oil and natural gas pro-
duction will be slowed due to increased efforts (and success) in drilling; 
2) wellhead prices of crude oil and natural gas will act to promote drilling 
activity; 3) there will be no external demands or constraints placed upon 
water availability for crude oil and natural gas exploration and production; 
and 4) the prices forecast and the energy production forecast from the pre-
vious sections, each with its own essential assumptions, will prove to be 
accurate. In addition, it is assumed that there will not be any great change 
in the technology of well drilling, well fracturing, and injection to en-
hance recovery in the study area and that the existing discovery ratios, 
need for fracturing, and possibilities for secondary recovery by water in-
jection also will remain unchanged. 
Similar assumptions of constancy were made for the factors influencing 
water use for electric energy production. Specifically, technology will not 
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change and electric generation capacity and production forecasts from the 
Working Paper on Energy Production will prove to be accurate. 
Projection Technique 
As might be expected, water (both surface and ground) consumption for 
"conventional" petroleum production (drilling and hydraulic fracturing) is 
correlated with "drilling activity". But "drilling activity" is difficult 
to forecast because of its random behavior. Consequently, water consumption 
for "conventional" petroleum production was roughly estimated by using the 
historical value of water used per dollar of petroleum production in con-
junction with estimated production figures from the Working Paper on Energy 
Production and the Working Paper on Royalty Income. The estimtes were made 
separately for both the Eleven-County Area and the Ogallala Aquifer Area. 
First the annual dollar value of petroleum production for each area in 
each of the baseline years, 1969-1978, was divided by the annual water use 
for "conventional" petroleum production for each area to derive the amount 
of water used per dollar of production. Expressed as acre feet per thousands 
of constant 1977 dollars, the value varied from lows of 0.006 (Eleven-County 
Area in 1974) and 0.006 (Ogallala Aquifer Area in 1974) to recent highs of 
0.011 (Eleven-County Area in 1978) and 0.012 (Ogallala Aquifer Area in 1978). 
Since the known increase in drilling activity was reflected in increasing 
values after 1976, the larger 1977-1978 average values, felt to be more rep-
resentative of a period where price incentives encourage exploration and 
development, were used for 1980, 19~5, and 1990 projections with an inter-
mediate value for the 2000 projection and the historical low value for the 
2020 projection. The "Low", "Most Likely", and "High" bound estimates of 
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the constant 1977 dollar value of petroleum production in each of the pro-
jection years was then multiplied by the appropriate derived factor (acre 
feet of water per thousands of constant 1977 dollars of production) to ob-
tain an estimate of the water consumed by "conventional" petroleum produc-
tion for each of the study area. 
Next, annual data on water injected for secondary recovery in the Eleven-
County Area for each of the baseline years were examined to determine its 
trend. The amount of water injected generally declined by an average 3.21 
per year over the entire base"1 ine period but only by an average 2.3% from 
the peak year of water injection in 1971. Consequently, the following de-
cline rates were adopted for "Low", "Most Likelyll, and IIHighll estimated: 
2.9%, 2.3%, and 1.7%. The decline rates were then applied to the known in-
jection water consumption in 1978 to obtain estimates for the projection 
years. Estimates of water consumed for injection in the Ogallala Aquifer 
Area were derived using a historical acre feet to dollar of production 
applied to estimated values of petroleum production as for IIconventional" 
petroleum production. 
Finally, the separate estimates of water consumption for IIconventional ll 
petroleum production and secondary water injection were aggregated to arrive 
at the total water consumed for petroleum production for each projection 
bound (IILow", "Most Likelyll, and IIHighlt) for each projection year, and for 
each study area (Eleven-County and Ogallala Aquifer) individually. The sep-
arate estimates for the Eleven-County Area were also disaggregated into 
surface water and ground water components based on the average historical 
surface-to-ground water ratio derived from the baseline data; the components 
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were then aggregated to obtain estimates of total surface water consumed and 
total ground water consumed in the Eleven-County Area for each projection 
bound and year. 
A very simple technique was used to project the water used for electric 
energy production. Historical data from Tri-State Electric Generation and 
Transmission were used to derive a factor representative of the number of 
hours operated per kilowatt hour produced. This factor was then applied to 
the uLow ll , UMost Likely", and UHigh" electric energy production forecasts 
for Tri-State in each of the forecast years to arrive at annual hours oper-
ated. These numbers were in turn multiplied by an average of 900 gallons 
per hour of operation (15 gallons per minute) and converted to acre feet by 














ENERGY PRODUCTION IMPACTS: 3. ROYALTY PAYMENTS 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this working paper is to provide both past and future 
time profiles of royalty payments resulting from the production of energy 
in the IIAquifer Area ll • Because, as was mentioned in an earlier working 
paper, investigation revelaed that there was neither production nor signif-
icant resource potential for either surface or deep minable coal or uranium, 
this working paper examines only royalty payments which result from crude 
oil and natural gas production. Tables V-I and V-2 show the estimated Wind-
fall Profit Tax on Crude Oil for 1980, 1985, and I990,for the Eleven-County 
Area and Ogallala Aquifer Area respectively. Figure V-I and Table V-3 
summarize and graphically illustrate the total annual historical and pro-
jected royalty payments to all leaseholders (government and private) re-
sulting from the combined production of crude oil (adjusted for the windfall 
profit tax) and natural gas for the Eleven-County Area; Figure V-2 and 
Table V-4 show the same information for the Ogallala Aquifer Area. In 
Figure V-3 and Table V-5 royalty payments to all leaseholders in the Eleven-
County Area from the production of crude oil as adjusted by the windfall 
profit tax is shown separately, as is that for natural gas production in 
Figure V-5 and Table V-7; the comparable data for the Ogallala Aquifer Area 
is shown in Figure V-4 and Table V-6 (adjusted crude oil royalties) and in 
Figure V-6 and Table V-8. Figures V-7, V-9, V-II display the data when it 
is disaggregated into the categories of "royalty payments to government 
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leaseholders", "royalty payments to resident and nonresident private lease-
holders", and "royalty payments to resident private leaseholders", respec-
tively, for the Eleven-County Area; Tables V-9, V-II, and V-13 summarize the 
data on which these figures were based. The comparable disaggregated data 
figures and tables for the Ogallala Aquifer Area are Figures V-8, V-IO, V-12 
and Tables V-lO, V-12, and V-14. 
METHODOLOGY 
Baseline Data 
The historical baseline data for royalty payments resulting from enet~gy 
production--or more specifically for this study area, from crude oil and 
natural gas production--were obtained from the records and opinions of the 
personnel of the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission and from the 
lease records of the Colorado State Land Board. These sources provided infor-
mation about annual production of both crude oil and natural gas in the 
"Aquifer Area", the average annual wellhead price for both products, common 
royalty practices, and actual dollar amounts to specific State of Colorado 
1 eases. 
Royalty payments resulting from both crude oil and natural gas production 
in both the Eleven-County Area and the Ogallala Aquifer Area were calculated 
in the same manner. First, the annual production from the area was multiplied 
by the annual average wellhead price to obtain annual revenue from each type 
of production. Then the royalty factor of one-eighth (12~ percent) was 
applied to annual revenue to obtain annual royalty payments. The aforemen-
tioned royalty factor was applied because it was felt to be the most commonly 
used factor in the Colorado High Plains area. In fact, it was the opinion 
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of personnel with the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, that 
probably only the Federal government might receive a higher royalty rate. 
Then, the separately calculated annual royalty payments to producing crude 
oil properties and producing natural gas properties were aggregated to 
derive total annual royalty payments to all leaseholders. 
Next, government leases were identified (these were found to be vir-
tually 100 percent State government leases) and Colorado State Land Board 
records were then used to determine the actual dollar amount of annual roy-
alty paid to each individual state lease. Because the only identified 
Federal lease appeared as part of a complex private, State, and Federal lease, 
the Federal royalties could also be determined. Finally, annual individual 
lease payments to government were summed and then subtracted from estimated 
total annual royalty payments to arrive at an estimate of "royalty payments 
to private resident and non-resident leaseholders" (!'households"). 
In order to adjust the 1980, 1985, and 1990 royalty payments for wind-
fall profit tax payments several other assumptions were made (see Projection 
Technique section): 
(1) The proportion of production from stripper oil wells will increase 
as production decreases and the rate of increase will be greatest where toatl 
production is lowerst. 
(2) The historical growth rate of "new" wells (post-1978) to old wells 
will continue to be 2.5 percent per year and the new wells will be of equiva-
lent productive capacity to the old wells. 
(3) The mix of tiers of production for private lease holdings is the 
same as for all lease holdings--private plus federal and state. 
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(4) Colorado has a 3 percent severance tax which qualifies for the sev-
erance tax adjustment deduction. 
(5) The weighted average removal price for all tiers of production in 
1980 is $19.60 (1977 dollars). 
(6) The Producer Price Index (PPI) for 1979 is 235.6. 
(7) The PPI for 1977 through 1990 will have the same growth rate as the 
GNP deflator. Thus, 1977 dollar values computed using the PPI will be equiv-
alent to 1977 dollar values using the GNP deflator. 
(8) Production by tier in 1980 is equivalent per diem. 
Assumption (7) is necessary to ensure that the Tier 3 base price is escalated 
correctly. Assumption (8) is necessary to account for production through 
February 29 of 1980 which is not subject to the tax. 
Projection Technique 
Numerous attempts were made to apply regression analysis to the develop-
ment of forecasts of royalty payments to leaseholders in the study areas re-
sulting from the production of crude oil and natural gas properties. This 
approach was finally discarded as unrealistic when the regression equations 
were shown to reflect almost exclusively price increases with little consid-
eration for production decline. Consequently, a simple multiplication of data 
from the "Low", "Most Likelyll, and IIHigh" crude oil and natural gas production 
projections for each of the study area (Table 1-2) by the same year data on 
the IILow ll , "Most Likely", and "High" crude oil and natural gas wellhead price 
projections (Table-I) was used to get total projection year revenues for crude 
oil and natural gas, individually and separately. 
Once annual forecast year revenues were determined individually and sep-
arately for crude oil and natural gas, a royalty factor of one-eighth 
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(12~ percent) was applied to obtain the total annual forecast year royalty 
payment attributable to crude oil production prior to windfall profit tax 
adjustment and natural gas production. 
In order to estimate the proportion of total royalty payments going to 
government versus private leaseholders ("households"), the 1969 to 1978 
ratios were examined. Because the "government" proportion began to increase 
after 1976, it was decided to use the average 1976-1978 proportions for the 
forecast years of 1980 and 1985 (because the active attempts by State 
government to "develop" their lands is likely to continue into the 80's) and 
the average 1969-1978 proportions for the forecast years of 1990, 2000, and 
2020 (because development of state lands will eventually reach a saturation). 
Next, forecast year II Low" , "Most Likely", and "Hi gh" bound estimates for 
royalties to crude oil production prior to windfall profit tax adjustment 
and royalties to natural gas production were each separately disaggregated 
on the basis of the derived historical ratios into projection year esti-
mates for each of the study areas of (1) "royalty payments to government 
leaseholders for crude oil production", (2) IIroyalty payments to resident and 
non-resident private leaseholders for crude oil production prior to windfall 
profit tax adjustment", (3) "royalty payments to government leaseholders for 
natural gas production", and (4) "royalty payments to resident and non-
resident private leaseholders for natural gas production il • 
Categories 1 and 3, above, were combined to derive "Low", "Most Likely", 
and "High" bound projection year estimates of the "total royalty payments to 
government leaseholders". Derivation of estimates of "total royalty payments 
to resident and non-resident private leaseholders", because of the windfall 
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profit tax adjustment, required several additional steps with a methodology 
developed by Black and Veatch and described below. 
The appropriate taxes on production from a specific oil producing pro-
perty is calculated by the following equation:-






= windfall ~rofit tax 
= appropriate tax rate (see Table 1) 
= posted field price 
= base price adjusted for inflation and allowable 
property development expenses 
= State severance taxes on income in excess of base 
price, tax rate not to exceed 15 percent 
The total windfall profit on a barrel cannot exceed 90 per cent of the net 
income attributable to that barrel of oil. This limitation is properii 
specific. A summary of Windfall Profit Tax Act provisions applicable to 
royalty payments to private leaseholders are: 
Tax Base Price (1977 $/bbl) 
Tier Description Rate 1980 1985 1990 Comments 
1 Production in 1978 70 10.56 10.56 10.56 
2 Stripper, :s. 10 bbl/ 60 12.53 12.53 12.53 
day 
3 Post-'78, heavy oil, 30 13.88 15.34 16.94 Real escalation 
incremental tertiary is 0.5 per cent 
per quarter 
Windfall profit tax payments for royalty payments to private leaseholders 
in the Colorado study areas were estimated by using projected production of 
Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 crude petroleum. Well-by-well production data for 
the Eleven-County study area were examined for 1976 and 1979 to determine 
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the proportion of production from stripper wells (Tier 2) and the proportions 
of production expected to come from "new" wells (Tier 3). The complex set 
of assumptions which were necessary are noted in the section above and the 
resulting estimates of crude oil production by tier applied to the "Most 
Likely" Eleven-County Projections are noted below: 
1980 1985 1990 
Tier bb1s x 106 % Total bb1s x 106 % Total bbls x 106 % Total 
1 2.196 76 1.137 63 0.564 50 
2 0.578 20 0.415 23 0.327 29 
3 0.115 4 0.253 14 0.236 21 
Total 2.889 100 1.805 100 1.127 100 
These projections were used to calculate weighted base prices and windfall 
profit tax rates for each year to arrive at a royalty payment scalar to ad-
just royalty payments (calculations for the 1980, 1985, and 1990 "Most 
Likely" bound scalars are appended to this working paper as Table V-A, V-B, 
and V-c). The scalars were ~hen applied to the gross royalty payments to 
all (resident and non-resident) private leaseholders accruing from crude oil 
production to derive the windfall profit tax. Next (after windfall profit 
tax adjustment) royalty payments to all private leaseholders in both the 
Eleven-County Area and the Ogallala Aquifer Area accruing from crude oil pro-
duction (i.e., the difference between gross royalty payments and windfall 
profits tax) were recorded for each of the "Low", "Most Likely", and "High!1 
bounds in 1980, 1985, and 1990. 
Finally, projections year "Low lJ , "Most Likely", and IlHigh" estimates of 
royalty payments to all private leaseholders attributable to natural gas pro-
duction and attributable to crude oil production, as adjusted by the wind-
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fall profit tax, were aggregated for each study area to derive total adjusted 
royalty payments to all private leaseholders. These estimates were later 
combined with royalty payments to government leaseholders to derive total 
royalty payments. In addition, the total adjusted royalty payments to all 
private leaseholders were disaggregated as described in the Baseline Data 
section to provide projections of royalty payments to resident (persons 
living within the Eleven-County Area) leaseholders. 



























TABLE V - A 
COMPUTATION OF SCALAR FOR 1980 MOST LIKELY PROJECTION OF 
ROYALTY PAYMENTS TO PRIVATE LEASE HOLDERS (1977 DOLLARS) 
Weighted Average Base Price (Pbase ): 
(0.76 x 10.56) + (0.20 x 12.53) + (0.04 x 13.88) = $11.09/bbl 
Weighted Average Windfall Profit Tax Rate (RATE): 
(0.76 x 0.70) + (0.20 x 0.60) + (0.04 x 0.30) = 0.66 
Market Value---from B&V Price Projections: 
Premoval = $19.60/bbl 
* Windfall Profit : 
(1 - 0.03) (19.60 - 11.09) = $8.25/bbl 
Windfall Profit Tax (TAX): 
(8.25) (0.66) = $5.45/bbl 
Adjusted Price--~tax only applied to production after February 1980: 
(0.16) (19.60) + (0.84) (19.60 - 5.45) = $15.02/bbl 
Royalty Payment Scalar: 
15.02/19.60 = 0.77 
* WP = Premoval - Pbase - S 
Where: S = (severance tax rate) (Premoval - Pbase) 
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TABLE V - B 
COMPUTATION OF SCALAR FOR 1985 MOST LIKELY PROJECTION OF 
ROYALTY PAYMENTS TO PRIVATE LEASE HOLDERS (1977 DOLLARS) 
Weighted Average Base Price (Pbase ): 
(0.63 x 10.56) + (0.23 x 12.53) + (0.14 x 15.34) = $11.68/bbl 
Weighted Average Windfall Profit Tax Rate (RATE): 
(0.63 x 0.70) + (0.23 x 0.60) + (0.14 x 0.30) = 0.62 
Market Value---from B&V Price Projections: 
Premoval = $24.40/bbl 
Windfall Profit: 
(1 - 0.03) (24.40 - 11.68) = $12.34/bbl 
Windfall Profit Tax (TAX): 
(12.34) (0.62) = $7.65/bbl 
Adjusted Price: 
24.40 - 7.65 = $16.75/bbl 
Royalty Payment Scalar: 
16.75/24.40 = 0.69 
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TABLE V - C 
COMPUTATION OF SCALAR FOR 1990 MOST LIKELY PROJECTION OF 
ROYALTY PAYMENTS TO PRIVATE LEASE HOLDERS (1977 DOLLARS) 
Weighted Average Base Price (Pbase ): 
(0.50 x 10.56) + (0.29 x 12.53) + (0.21 x 16.94) = $12.47/bbl 
Weighted Average Windfall Profit Tax Rate (RATE): 
(0.50 x 0.70) + (0.29 x 0.60) + (0.21 x 0.30) = 0.59 
Market Value---from B&V Price Projections: 
Premoval = $24.90/bbl 
Windfall Profit: 
(1 - 0.03) (24.90 - 12.47) = $12.06/bbl 
Windfall Profit Tax (TAX): 
(12.06) (0.59) = $7.11/bbl 
Adjusted Pri~e: 
24.90 - 7.11 = $17.79/bbl 
Royalty Payment Scalar: 
17.79/24.90 = 0.71 
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INTRODUCTION 
VI. WORKING PAPER 
IRRIGATION AND ENERGY 
The purpose of this Working Paper is to provide historical time pro-
files of irrigation and energy related elements for the Ogallala Aquifer 
Area, specifically, (1) the number of irrigation wells by energy source and 
in total and (2) the billions of BTUs of energy used for irrigation pumping 
by energy source and in total. 
Figures VI-l through VI-3 which are based on the data summarized in 
Tables VI-l through VI-~ illustrate the trends and expectations related to 
the total number of irrigation wells, wells powered by natural gas, and 
wells powered by electricity, respectively_ 
Figures VI-4 through VI-6 which are based on the data summarized in 
Tables VI-4 through VI-~ relate to total energy used by irrigation, energy 




The historical basel ine data for this \~orking Paper \vere derived from 
the records of the Colorado State Water Engineer and Colorado High Plains 
natural gas and electric utility records. 
The historical component was arrived at by using the records of the 
natural gas and electric utilities serving the study area. The two natural 
gas utilities serving the Colorado High Plains provided information on the 
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average annual number of irrigation meters served (data were not available 
for the actual number of irrigation pumps connected) and the annual natural 
gas sales to those metered customers in those service areas which roughly 
correspond spatially with the study area--because the reporting area is 
somewhat larger than the study area, the number of natural gas pumps and 
the BTU's consumed by natural gas pumps may be overstated in relation to 
electric pumps. In addition, because the data reports the number of "meter's" 
serving pumps, rather than the number of pumps, it may understate the number 
of pumps where more than one pump is served from the same meter and overstate 
the amount of energy used where other non-irrigation uses are located down-
stream of the meter. Natural gas consumption by irrigation pumps was con-
verted from MCF units to BTU units by equating one cubic foot to 975 BTU's 
(the average used by Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas for the Colorado High 
Plains). Data for the years 1969, 1970, and 1971 were not available from 
Peoples Natural Gas Company and were, therefore, estimated from the average 
growth rates during the period 1972 to 1978. 
The annual number of electric i~rigation pumps and kilowatt hours con-
sumed by irrigation was derived from information in the electric utilities' 
Annual Reports to the Colorado Public Utilities Commission. Electric util-
ities which served areas inside the "Aquifer Areal! were contacted and asked 
to specify which substations served the study area (if a substation served 
areas which were' both within the area and outside the study area, the utilities 
were asked to specify the percentage in each area). Substation specific 
data from each utility's REA Irrigation Study was used to determine what 
fraction of each utility's ,irrigation customers and kilowatt hour consump-· 
tion was in the study area,whe,n data was available. If substation specific 
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